
Name: Period:  

Web Design Web #8 – Website Rubric 

Learning Target? Grade 

LT2 - I can produce written and software artifacts that meet oral and written specifications.  

LT3 - I can write using correct English grammar, capitalization, punctuation and spelling.  

LT4 - I can use HTML to create web pages with headings, paragraphs, links, lists, images and tables.  

LT5 - I can use HTML divisions to create different web page layouts.  

LT6 - I can use CSS to specify any stylistic features of an HTML element to include backgrounds, colors, 

fonts, padding, margins, and borders. 

 

LT7 - I can use CSS to cause links to hover.  

LT8 - I can create and use CSS classes for code reuse.  

LT9 - I can create well-formed and valid HTML.  

LT10 - I can create well-formed and valid CSS.  

Do you have: 

 5 files with names as specified 
 

LT2    
 

LT6   

 

 Title is as specified in assignment on all pages LT2  LT4     

 <div> tas are as specifie on all pages LT2  LT4 LT5    

 Page has appropriate width and background image LT2    LT6   

 Banner has an image 50px high with your name on all pages LT2  LT4     

 Menu items are as specified on all pages LT2  LT4     

 Menu has rollover highlighting LT2    LT6 LT7  

 Selected page on menu is different from rest of menu LT2  LT4  LT6  LT8 

 All pages look like they belong to a website. LT2    LT6   

 Colors on all pages coordinate with rest of website. LT2    LT6   

 Banner and Menu are consistent on all pages LT2  LT4 LT5 LT6 LT7  

 About Me page has 4 paragraphs and no h1 element. LT2 LT3 LT4     

 About Me page has 2 framed floated images. LT2  LT4 LT5 LT6  LT8 

 About Me courtesy of links exist, work, are styled, and hover. LT2  LT4  LT6 LT7  

 About Me padding and margins are appropriate. LT2    LT6   

 My Favorite Things page starts with a paragraph. LT2  LT4     

 My Favorite Things page has a list with 15 favorite things. LT2  LT4      

 My Favorite Things list is with an image LT2    LT6    

 My Favorite Things favorite item is highlighted LT2  LT4  LT6    

 My Favorite Things padding and margins are appropriate. LT2    LT6    

 My Useful Websites page starts with a paragraph. LT2  LT4      

 My Useful Websites page has a list of 10 websites with an 
image. LT2  LT4  LT6   

 

 My Useful Websites links work, are styled, and hover. LT2  LT4  LT6    

 My Useful Websites padding and margins are appropriate. LT2    LT6    

 My Schedule page has a centered table with your schedule LT2  LT4  LT6    

 My Schedule table teacher links work, are styled, and hover LT2  LT4  LT6 LT7   

 My Schedule table has no caption and alternating rows and 
header LT2  LT4  LT6  LT8 

 

 My Schedule page has a paragraph for each of your periods. LT2 LT3 LT4      

 My Schedule padding and margins are appropriate LT2    LT6    

 My Future page has 4 paragraphs and no h1 element. LT2 LT3 LT4      

 My Future page has 2 framed floated images. LT2  LT4 LT5 LT6    

 My Future courtesy of links exist, work, are styled, and hover. LT2  LT4  LT6 LT7 LT8  

 My Future padding and margins are appropriate. LT2    LT6    

 On Time Points /40 

 


